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Abstract
Purpose Increasing evidence suggests that Mediterranean
Diet (MD) is correlated with reduced risk of breast cancer
(BC) and cancer mortality, since it modifies patients’ serum
antioxidant capacity, body composition and biochemical
parameters. The aim of the study was to investigate whether
a dietary intervention based on MD has a beneficial effect
on these factors.
Methods In this intervention study, seventy female BC
survivors were randomly assigned to (1) the intervention
group (personalized dietary intervention based on MD)
and (2) the control group (received the updated American Cancer Society Guidelines on Nutrition and Physical
Activity for Cancer Prevention and ad libitum diet). Both
groups were assessed twice [beginning, end of study (after
6 months)] regarding their anthropometric and biochemical parameters, serum vitamin C, vitamin A, a-tocopherol
and CoQ10 levels, dietary intake and adherence to MD. An
additional intermediate analysis was conducted on participants’ body composition and biochemical profile.
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Results Concerning the intervention group, body weight,
body fat mass, waist circumference, body mass index as
well as HDL-cholesterol were significantly decreased
(P < 0.2%). An increase was observed in the vitamin C levels in blood (P < 0.2%). In the control group, body weight,
body fat mass and serum total cholesterol rose (P < 0.2%).
At the end of the study the two groups were significantly
different considering blood glucose, vitamin C, polyunsaturated fatty acids, vitamin A and a-tocopherol levels.
Conclusions This randomized dietary intervention based
on MD managed to ameliorate serum antioxidant capacity,
body composition, adherence to MD and glycemic profile
of postmenopausal BC survivors.
Keywords Breast cancer survivors · Mediterranean diet ·
Dietary antioxidants · Body composition · Biochemical
profile

Introduction
The steadily increasing primary incidence of breast cancer
(BC) coupled with advancements in medical therapy have
rendered BC survivors the largest group of cancer survivors
worldwide [1, 2]. In Greece, BC had the greatest incidence
among all other cancers in women during 2012 (27.95%)
[3] and a 10-year survival rate over 75% [4]. Based on prospective studies, BC survivors have about two to five times
higher risk of second primary BC incidence [5–7], which
remains significantly increased up to 20 years after the initial diagnosis [6]. In addition to a second BC diagnosis, BC
survivors have an increased risk to gain weight when following a BC treatment [8] and develop other comorbidities,
such as cardiovascular disease (CVD), which directly affect
the long-term prognosis of these patients [9].
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Environmental and lifestyle factors have a significant
role in both BC’s prevention and progression [10]. Existing evidence strongly supports that post-diagnosis physical activity levels (e.g., walks, exercise program at low
intensity, biking, canoeing, general gardening, stretching,
volleyball, tennis, swimming, ballroom and line dancing) are associated with a declined risk of BC recurrence
[11], which, according to a recent meta-analysis, has been
approximately estimated to 24% [12]. On the other hand,
overweight and excessive body fat mass are connected
with secondary malignancies, cancer recurrence, metabolic
disorders and mortality [13–16]. Moreover, systemic oxidative stress has been implicated in the pathogenesis and
progression of the disease via various mechanisms, including the genomic instability coupled with significant resistance to anticancer treatment, the activation of signaling
cells involved in the proliferation of cancer cells and the
increased tumor cell migration [17–19]. It is noteworthy
that many anticancer treatments, including chemotherapy
and radiotherapy, are based on the generation of free radicals to induce cancer cells destruction [20].
Various studies examined the association of BC with
serum antioxidants, including vitamin A (retinol), coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10), vitamin E (a-tocopherol) and vitamin
C, however, they resulted in conflicting conclusions [21].
For example the Finnish Mobile Clinic Health Examination
Survey showed a positive association between beta-carotene and breast cancer risk [22]. On the contrary, a crosssectional study indicated that serum antioxidants were
inversely associated with tumor size [23]. Furthermore,
an observational study concluded that individuals with BC
were more likely to have lower plasma CoQ10 concentration than healthy controls [24]. Moreover, a prospective
study reported an inverse relationship between circulating
levels of CoQ10 and BC risk [25]. A nested case–control
study evaluated the association between plasma carotenoid,
retinol, a-tocopherol and vitamin C concentrations and risk
of BC with an oversampling of estrogen receptor-negative
(ER−) cases [26]. The conclusion was that high concentrations of several carotenoids and vitamin C may be protective against the development of hormone receptor specific
BC, without examining this effect on secondary BC cases
[26].
Antioxidants derived from diet, including vitamin A,
CoQ10, vitamin E and vitamin C, have shown a significant role against oxidative stress [27] and various studies
have observed an association between the consumption of
single foods or food groups and plasma/serum antioxidant
capacity [26, 28, 29]. However, food and nutrients are not
consumed alone, and they constitute a complex network of
interrelated and interacting dietary, biochemical and behavioral factors [29], which could have antagonistic or synergistic effect on health outcome. For that reason, it has been
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suggested to conduct an evaluation of complete dietary patterns, which also include dietary habits that preempt nutritional confounding [30].
Mediterranean diet (MD), a dietary pattern prevalent
in the olive growing areas of the Mediterranean region,
including Greece, [31] is characterized by a high intake of
(1) vegetables and fruits, (2) legumes, (3) nuts, (4) whole
grain cereals, (5) moderately high intake of fish, (6) high
intake of monounsaturated lipids coupled with reduced
intake of saturated fat, (7) moderate intake of dairies, (8)
low consumption of meat products, and (9) regular, but
moderate alcohol intake [32]. Current evidence indicates
that greater adherence to a MD pattern (a) could reduce BC
risk [33–35], (b) as well as overall cancer mortality [36]
and (c) has a beneficial influence on health and longevity
[37].
Various mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
beneficial effect of MD on BC and cardio metabolic diseases’ risk, including its richness in fruits and vegetables,
significant sources of antioxidants (e.g., vitamins C, A and
E) [38, 39] and its role in patients biochemical profile amelioration [40, 41]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
the impact of the Mediterranean dietary pattern on lifestyle
factors of BC survivors linked with cancer recurrence and
comorbidities, such as antioxidant capacity, biochemical
profile and body composition has rarely been investigated.
The aim of the study was to investigate whether these factors are beneficially affected by a dietary intervention based
on MD.

Materials and methods
Study design and participants
The study was a randomized two-arm dietary intervention
conducted in Athens, Greece, in “Rea” maternity clinic
between March 2014 and June 2015. The study protocol
was submitted and received approval from the Scientific
and Ethics Committee of the same hospital in accordance
to the Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical Association. Prior to the collection of any information, participants were informed about the aims and procedures of the
study and provided their signed consent.
The volunteers were females suffering from BC with a
histological confirmed diagnosis of invasive BC stage I–
IIIA (diagnosed up to 3 months before recruitment) [42].
The inclusion criteria of the study are given in Fig. 1.
The exclusion criteria were: (a) multivitamin or simple
vitamin supplementation; (b) a previous or current history
for a second cancer; (c) active infection; (d) other severe
coexisting medical conditions (e.g., obstructive ileus)
that would hamper the ability of the patient to follow a
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Fig. 1  Schematic overview of
the design of the study

treatment program; (e) symptomatic brain metastases; (f)
malabsorption; (g) refusal to comply with the nutritional
program and physical activity recommendations. The eligible participants were randomly allocated between two
groups: (1) the intervention group treated with personalized
dietary intervention based on MD and (2) the control group
received the updated American Cancer Society Guidelines
on Nutrition and Physical Activity for Cancer Prevention
[43] and ad libitum diet. Recommendations from the American Cancer Society regarding physical activity were also
provided to both groups.

The dietary intervention lasted 6 months. During the first
3 months of the study, regular 15-day personal appointments were scheduled for the intervention group and regular 15-day phone interviews for the control group. The idea
was that an impersonal communication via phone calls
could reduce the bias of contacting the same researchers.
[e.g., if both, (the intervention group and the control group)
had personal appointments with the same researchers, then
due to human error, there is greater possibility to impart to
the control group more detailed information and recommendations to improve the lifestyle and dietary habits. This
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human error could happen for example, if a participant asks
a question and the dietitian answers imparting information. Phone calls lead to reduced personal interaction and
emotions.] After that period, the dietitians contacted with
patients of both groups via phone calls at the end of month
4 and 5 [but a final personal appointment was scheduled
at the end of month 6 (end of the study)]. Additionally the
intervention group continued to receive a personalized dietary program via e-mail. Τhe dietitians contacted with the
control group via phone call generally, except from three
appointments [at the beginning of the study, after 3 months
and at the end of the study (after 6 months)].
Anthropometric measurements
Body weight (BW), body fat mass (BFM), percentage
body fat mass (PBFM) were measured for both groups at
the beginning, after 3 months and at the end of the study
with the method of Air Displacement Plethysmography for
research and clinical applications [BOD POD® Body Composition Tracking Systems, Life Measurement, Inc. (LMI)].
Two hours before measurements the examinees had not
performed exercise, not consumed any foods or drinks, and
they were dressed only in their underwear. Jewelry, glasses
and mobile phones were not permitted in the test room.
Participants’ height was also measured at the beginning
of the study with a calibrated stadiometer. The body mass
index (BMI-kg/m2) was calculated for every patient based
on the aforementioned Bod Pod’s and height’s measurement. Waist circumference (WC) measurements were made
with a tape made of fiberglass, around a patient’s bare midriff, after the patient exhaled while stranded without shoes
and with both feet touched and arms hanged freely. Threefold WC measurements were typically carried out and their
average calculated to the nearest 0.1 cm. All the anthropometric measurements were conducted by two trained registered dietitians.
Dietary intervention and dietary intake assessment
The intervention group received tailor-made personalized
dietary intervention, specific for BC survivors, conducted
by two trained registered dietitians. It was based on MD
and was enriched with olive oil and foods with specific
health benefits to BC survivors [44, 45]. The patients were
counseled to consume: (1) one tablespoon of flaxseed oil or
four tablespoons grounded flaxseed per day, (2) three cups
of green tea or Greek Mountain Tea (also known as “Shepherd’s Tea”) per day, (3) seasonal fruits and vegetables with
high antioxidant capacity [i.e., broccoli, grapes, pomegranate, strawberries, cauliflower, blueberries, blackberries
(more information about the antioxidant capacity of vegetables and fruits is available in Supplementary material)]
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[44]. Individual counseling was given every 15 days with
daily dietary program with specific meals, products, recipes
and food portions in grams and it was coupled with educational booklets, food diaries and individual nutritional
advices.
The volunteers in the intervention group were also
trained on meal preparation techniques such as cooking
without added salt, sugar or butter, cooking in low temperature with tomato sauce [46], and promoted the use of
traditional Mediterranean herbs, such oregano, rosemary,
etc. Some health problems related to the participants’ medical history, e.g., constipation, colitis and esophageal reflux,
were taken into consideration to the dietary intervention
to promote patients’ health and compliance to the study.
On the other hand, the control group received the updated
American Cancer Society Guidelines on Nutrition and
Physical Activity for Cancer Prevention and ad libitum diet.
The same guidelines were also incorporated into the educational booklet of the intervention group.
The targets of the intervention were (a) PBFM.
21–32.99% for ages 20–40 years and PBFM 23–33.9%
for ages 40–60 years [47], (b) 10% loss of body weight in
6 months for those women who exceeded this range [48]
and (c) adherence to MD’s dietary pattern [49]. On the
other hand, weight maintenance as well as the improvement of dietary habits were set as goals for the participants
with normal PBFM.
Dietary intake of both groups was assessed with (1) a
valid and reliable for the Greek population semiquantitative Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ) designed to
assess the role of dietary habits and eating behaviors in the
development of BC [50], (2) a shorter valid semiquantitative FFQ as supplementary to the previous one [51] and (3)
weekly weighted food diaries (FD). The FFQs were used
at the beginning and at the end of the study, while the food
diary records and the nutritional programs were additionally assessed during the study. Diet Analysis Plus (version
6.1, Wadsworth 2003) was used to analyze and evaluate
the dietary programs, the FFQs and the FDs. Diet Analysis
Plus is based on the USDA database for the US. The users
of this software have also the opportunity to add new food
items to the program’s food list. For this study the database
from [52] was used. The book includes a detailed analysis
of macronutrient and micronutrient of various foods consumed in Greece. These tables include an extended list of
chemically analyzed Greek foods and traditional dishes
and they are also available online from the Hellenic Health
Foundation [2007, http://www.hhf-greece.gr/tables/ (more
information about Diet Analysis Plus is available in Supplementary material)]. Participants’ dietary intake in vitamin C, retinol, a-tocopherol, saturated-monosaturated and
polysaturated fat was estimated based on the analysis of the
average food intake as recorded in FFQs and the FDs.
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Patients’ conformity to the traditional MD was assessed
via a validated 0–9 points score [53]. The score relied on nine
dietary components frequently consumed in the traditional
MD: fruits, vegetables, legumes, nuts, cereals, dairy, red and
processed meat, fish and seafood. The diet score was calculated for each participant according to the daily median consumption of the aforementioned food groups. A value was
assigned based on the estimated food portions from the FFQs
and the literature [53]. Higher values of the MD score indicate
a greater adherence to the MD (more information about Mediterranean Diet Score is available in Supplementary material).
Laboratory examinations
All serum samples were stored at −80 °C immediately
after blood collection and were never previously thawed
before extraction to minimize the outcome variations due to
storage conditions (such as temperature and storage duration from collection to processing).
Serum Vitamin C, vitamin A (retinol), a-tocopherol and
CoQ10 were analyzed for both groups at the beginning and
at the end of the study using High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). Subsequently the levels of fat soluble
vitamins A and E in serum were determined with C
 linRep®
reagents for HPLC (Recipe, Munich 2015) based on the manufacture’s references (VITAE_E_KUR.DOC, Version 6).
In brief, all procedures prior to storage of extracted analytes in amber vials were carried out under subdued light to
avoid degradation of analytes. All solvents and serum samples were kept on ice (−5 °C) during work-up. An aliquot
of 150 μL of serum was mixed with 150 μL precipitant P
(contained 3 μg Internal Standard). After centrifuging for
5 min at 10,000g, 100 μL of supernatant and 100 μL of
Stabilising Reagent S (cooled at 4 °C) were mixed shortly
with Avanti™ 30, Beckman vortex mixer. HPLC analysis of vitamin A and vitamin E was performed after the
injection of 50 μL of the supernatant on an Αgilent, 1100
Series system. Before the analysis both a test and calibration run were performed based on the HPLC-system and
regiments references. The analytical method for the simultaneous determination of vitamins A and E, as dictated by
the particular kit, is described by the following parameters
(1) solution flow: 1.5 mL/min, (2) column temperature:
30 °C, (3) injection interval: 8 min, (4) injection volume
add: 50 mL, (5) UV-detector: 325, 295 nm, (initial eluting retinol with UV detector at 325 nm and then changing
the detector wavelength of 295 nm, so that it is possible to
determine the vitamin’s concentration).
The biochemical evaluation was carried out in the hospital’s laboratory and followed the criteria of the World
Health Organization Reference Laboratories. Blood lipid
examinations, serum total cholesterol (TC), high density
cholesterol (HDL-C), low density cholesterol (LDL-C),

triacyloglycerol (TG), and fasting blood glucose (BG) concentrations were measured for both groups with the use of a
chromatographic enzyme method in an automatic analyzer
(RA-1000; Mecon Ltd, Athens, Greece) at the beginning,
after 3 months and the end of the study.
Questionnaires
Information on physical activity and patience performance
status were assessed through two validated and reliable
questionnaires, the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) [54] and the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) Performance Status [55], respectively.
IPAQ takes into account both the daily activities, e.g.,
household tasks as well as organized physical exercise performed during leisure time (e.g., participation in a sport
activity). The classification of physical activity was based
on the concept of metabolic equivalent (MET). One MET
is equal with resting metabolic rate. Consequently, the
intensity of physical activity was expressed as a multiple
of MET. MET-mins are the product of the physical activity’s METs for the time period it lasts. The aforementioned
measurements were used for both groups at the beginning
and at the end of the present study. Additionally a detailed
nutritional and medical history of every participant was
kept during the 6-months study for both groups.
Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed with the SPSS statistical software (version 21.0, SPSS, Inc, ΙΒΜ, Chicago,
IL, USA). Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05.
Continuous data were expressed as medians and ranges
(non-Gaussian distribution, Wilk test) and dichotomous variables as counts and proportions. Comparisons
between the two study groups were performed using the
Student’s t test and the Mann–Whitney test for continuous variables, and Fisher’s exact test for dichotomous
variables. Analyses of covariance were applied to estimate mean levels of vitamin C of the two groups at the
end of the study adjusted for BMI, smoking and vitamins
C beginning levels. The analysis was also performed
between both groups for blood glucose levels at the end
of the study, adjusted for BMI and estimated weekly
MET-mins. Pearson’s and Spearman’s ρ was used as a
measure of correlation. A one way Anova with repeated
measures, a paired t test and a Wilcoxon test were performed to conduct intragroup comparisons for the different time periods of the study. Bonferroni corrections
have been applied for all variables (Tables 1, 2, 3) and
the new threshold of statistical significance was set on
0.2% (more information about Bonferroni correction is
available in Supplementary material).
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Results
First 139 out of the 214 women (who entered the study)
were excluded, because they did not meet the inclusion
criteria and only 75 referred to the dietitians. Additionally, five women were excluded because they received
supplements (Centrum, Eviol vitamin A or E). During the
first 3 months of the intervention, nine women withdrew

from the intervention group stating mostly failure to
comply with the program. In addition two women did
not appear at the date of the second measurement after
3 months of the intervention without, however, withdrawing the study. In the control group, 11 women were not
able to finish the study for personal reasons. Overall, the
withdrawal rate from the study was 35.7% (25 women).
Moreover, a statistically significant correlation was
observed between the study’s total dropout rate (35.7%)

Table 1  Characteristics of the intervention and the control group at the end of the study
Intervention group (n = 26)

Standard deviation

Control group (n = 24)

Standard deviation

(±4.69)

0.97

(±15.61)
(±11.19)
(±6.95)
(±13.06)

0.89
0.93
0.62
0.48
0.56
0.38
0.88

(±1.74)
(±0.23)
(±0.14)
(±1.534)
(±9.96)
(±44.56)
(±46.73)
(±17.56)
(±61.13)
(±879.34)

27.73
0
9 (25.7%)
8 (22.9%)
7 (20.0%)
72.53
28.02
36.84
96.97
2 (8.3%)
5 (20.8%)
17 (70.8%)
13 (54.1%)
4 (16.6%)
8 (33.3%)
5 (14.2%)
3.93
1.24
0.38
7.31
105.95
209.15
130.78
57.36
86.79
541.62

(±5.70)

ΜΕΤ-mins
Drop out
MD score
Saturated fat (mg/day)
Monosaturated fat (mg/day)
Polyunsaturated fat (mg/day)
Vitamin A RAE (mcg/day)
Vitamin C (mg/day)

27.55
0
9 (34.6%)
11 (42.3%)
6 (23.0%)
72.69
27.91
37.56
94.36
1 (3.8%)
3 (11.5%)
19 (73.0%)
17 (65.3%)
2 (7.6%)
11 (31.4%)
9 (31.4%)
6.57
1.45
0.46
8.13
91.03
203.83
123.18
66.52
89.00
910.44

(±1.26)
(±0.33)
(±0.17)
(±1.815)
(±21.04)
(±36.36)
(±34.39)
(±13.83)
(±43.74)
(±262.60)

0.98
0.06
<0.002
0.033
0.12
0.13
<0.002
0.62
0.56
0.08
0.86
0.08

9 (25.7%)
7.65
19.38
25.04
16.56
1077.76
447.13

(±0.68)
(±2.49)
(±3.48)
(±0.03)
(±164.14)
(±28.36)

11 (31.4%)
4.44
22.80
26.46
18.98
747.47
162.42

(±1.04)
(±9.40)
(±11.73)
(±8.71)
(±245.94)
(±28.48)

0.79
<0.002
0.021
0.35
<0.002
<0.002
<0.002

a-Tocopherol (mg/day)

23.16

(±0.41)

31.23

(±11.45)

<0.002

ΒΜΙ (kg/m2)
>18.5
18.5–24.9
25–29.9
≥30
Weight (kg)
Body fat mass (kg)
% Body fat mass
Waist circumference (cm)
Radiotherapy
Chemotherapy
Hormonal therapy
Aromatase inhibitors
Tamoxifen
Alcohol consumersa
Smokers (current)
Vitamin C (mg/mL)
CoQ10 (mg/L)
Vitamin A (retinol-mg/L)
a-Tocopherol (mg/L)
Blood glucose (mg/dL)
Total cholesterol (mg/dL)
LDL-cholesterol (mg/dL)
HDL-cholesterol (mg/dL)
TG (mg/dL)

(±13.83)
(±9.65)
(±6.95)
(±11.37)

P value

Comparisons between the two study groups were performed using the Student’s t test and the Mann–Whitney test for continuous variables, and
Fisher’s exact test for dichotomous variables After the Bonferroni corrections the statistical significance was set at P < 0.002. Data are presented
as n (%) or mean (SD)
RAE retinol active equivalents
a

Participants who consume an average monthly volume of alcohol
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Table 2  Comparison of characteristics of the intervention group from the beginning to the end of the study

Intervention group
Weight (kg)
Body fat mass (kg)
% Body fat mass
Waist circumference (cm)
BMI (kg/m2)
  >18.5
  18.5–24.9
  25–29.9
  ≥30
Alcohol consumersa
Blood glucose (mg/dL)
Total cholesterol (mg/dL)
LDL-cholesterol (mg/dL)
HDL-cholesterol (mg/dL)
TG (mg/dL)

ΜΕΤS
Vitamin C (mg/mL)
CoQ10 (mg/L)
Vitamin A (retinol-mg/L)
a-Tocopherol (mg/L)
MD score
Saturated fat (mg/day)
Monosaturated fat (mg/day)
Polyunsaturated fat (mg/day)
Vitamin A RAE (mcg/day)
Vitamin C (mg/day)
a-Tocopherol (mg/day)

Beginning
(n = 26)

Standard
deviation

3 months (n = 26) Standard
deviation

6 months
(n = 26)

Standard
deviation

P value

76.46
32.38
41.70
95.75
29.20
0

(±13.98)
(±9.66)
(±6.79)
(±9.28)
(±3.63)

73.02
28.71
38.44
95.00
27.66
0

72.69
27.91
37.57
94.36
27.56
0

(±13.83)
(±9.65)
(±6.95)
(±11.370)
(±4.69)

<0.002
<0.002
<0.002
<0.002
<0.002

(±7.61)
(±26.95)
(±31.97)
(±20.02)
(±36.17)
(±899.90)

0.35
0.11
0.85
0.55
<0.002
0.37
0.030
<0.002
0.05
0.08
0.21
0.044
0.76
0.06
0.97
0.06
0.010

6 (23.7%)
10 (38.4%)
10 (38.4%)
10 (38.4%)
102.93
190.33
113.66
61.87
90.00
610.57

(±13.83)
(±9.83)
(±7.09)
(±11.24)
(±4.82)

(±13.47)
(±46.00)
(±35.22)
(±24.72)
(±35.41)
(±433.52)

9 (34.6%)
9 (34.6%)
8 (22.9%)
8 (22.9%)
102.70
185.79
112.25
63.70
90.50
1025.07

(±13.91)
(±47.16)
(±47.50)
(±16.32)
(±40.95)
(±779.48)

12 (46.1%)
7 (26.9%)
7 (26.9%)
11 (31.4%)
93.50
184.78
102.87
70.16
76.37
1041.07

5.02
1.05
0.32
6.04
4.66
19.15
22.73
16.05
549.30
243.21

(±2.02)
(±0.79)
(±0.12)
(±1.75)
(±0.78)
(±3.49)
(±7.19)
(±8.95)
(±304.71)
(±52.75)

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

6.54
1.45
0.47
8.22
7.65
19.38
25.04
16.56
1077.76
447.13

(±1.76)
(±0.23)
(±0.11)
(±1.49)
(±0.68)
(±2.49)
(±3.48)
(±0.030)
(±164.14)
(±28.36)

22.01

(±16.24)

–

–

23.16

(±0.41)

0.53

Data represented as n (%) or mean (SD). An one way Anova with repeated measures (for the variables measured at 3 different time intervals) and
a paired t test and a Wilcoxon test (for the variables with 2 measurements) were performed to conduct intragroup comparisons. After the Bonferroni corrections the statistical significance was set at P < 0.002
RAE retinol active equivalents
a

Participants who consume an average monthly volume of alcohol

and the participants’ BMI (χ2 = 12.549, P < 0.001). The
greatest level of compliance was observed in normal
weighted patients (BMI 18.5–24.9 kg/m2) [56].
Clinical data
The volunteers suffered from invasive BC stages I–IIIA,
they had undergone a surgery removal of the malignancy
before recruitment, while some were on radiotherapy
(n = 33), chemotherapy (n = 38) or hormone therapy
(n = 34) during the intervention, according to the Supplementary Table 1. All volunteers had been on a diet (at least
once) in the past. Their nationality was Greek and they
were residents of Attica. At the beginning of the study, 18
volunteers of the control group and 16 of the intervention

group were postmenopausal before cancer diagnosis
(P = 0.63), but by the end of the study all volunteers were
postmenopausal women. They did not follow any special
diet (e.g., vegetarian or special dietary preferences or aversions), except for a tendency to avoid the low-fat dairy
products which was observed in 65% of patients.
Antioxidant biomarkers assessment
Comparisons between the two groups at the beginning did
not show any significant difference between the levels of
serum vitamin A, a-tocopherol and CoQ10 levels (Supplementary Table 1). However, at the end of the study a significant difference was observed between the two groups
regarding serum vitamin C levels (Table 1). This difference
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Table 3  Comparison of characteristics of the control group from the beginning to the end of the study

Control group
Weight (kg)
Body fat mass (kg)
% Body fat mass
Waist circumference (cm)
BMI (kg/m2)
  >18.5
  18.5–24.9
  25–29.9
  ≥30
Blood glucose (mg/dL)
Total cholesterol (mg/dL)
LDL-cholesterol (mg/dL)
HDL-cholesterol (mg/dL)
TG (mg/dL)
Alcohol consumersa

ΜΕΤS
Vitamin C (mg/mL)
CoQ10 (mg/L)
Vitamin A (retinol-mg/L)
a-Tocopherol (mg/L)
MD score
Saturated fat (mg/day)
Monosaturated fat (mg/day)
Polyunsaturated fat (mg/day)
Vitamin A RAE (mcg/day)
Vitamin C (mg/day)
a-Tocopherol (mg/day)

Beginning
(n = 24)

Standard
deviation

3 months
(n = 24)

Standard
deviation

6 months
(n = 24)

Standard
deviation

P value

70.37
26. 96
36.81
94.71
27.09
1 (4.1%)
11 (45.8%)
4 (16.6%)
8 (33.3%)
94.22
185.42
108.37
63.87
81.75
10 (41.7%)
720.18

(±15.13)
(±11.96)
(±9.28)
(±12.57)
(±5.56)

(±15.96)
(±11.42)
(±9.04)
(±12.90)
(±5.93)

<0.002
<0.002
0.16
0.07
0.045

(±7.61)
(±34.95)
(±28.80)
(±20.02)
(±35.15)

(±287.45)

72.53
28.02
36.84
96. 97
27.73
0 (0%)
9 (37.5%)
8 (33.3%)
7 (29.1%)
108.36
205.37
119.00
70.16
92.63
8 (33.3%)
541.60

(±15.61)
(±11.19)
(±6.95)
(±13.06)
(±5.70)

(±491.72)

71.35
26.76
36.03
95.35
27.48
1 (4.1%)
7 (29.1%)
8(33.3%)
8 (33.3%
91.66
198.55
115.87
58.75
100.87
5 (20.8%)
538.06

(±562.60)

0.11
<0.002
0.21
0.34
0.40
0.17
0.032

3.12
1.22
0.36
6.55
4.64
19.45
22.07
16.16
698.31
183.01

(±1.54)
(±0.28)
(±0.13)
(±1.52)
(±0.79)
(±7.32)
(±10.48)
(±11.15)
(±441.46)
(±35.47)

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

4.04
1.25
0.46
7.27
4.44
22.80
26.46
18.98
747.47
162.42

(±1.27)
(±0.34)
(±0.14)
(±1.83)
(±1.04)
(9.40)
(11.73)
(8.71)
(245.94)
(28.48)

0.06
0.57
0.55
0.09
<0.002
0.010
0.034
0.07
<0.002
<0.002

27.35

(±15.91)

–

–

31.23

(11.45)

0.036

(±8.13)
(±37.11)
(±27.51)
(±13.82)
(±25.75)

(±20.35)
(±33.04)
(±25.41)
(±13.25)
(±47.68)

Data represented as n (%) or mean (SD). An one way Anova with repeated measures (for the variables measured at 3 different time intervals) and
a paired t test and a Wilcoxon test (for the variables with 2 measurements) were performed to conduct intragroup comparisons. After the Bonferroni corrections the statistical significance was set at P < 0.002
RAE retinol active equivalents
a

Participants who consume an average monthly volume of alcohol

remained statistically significant after an analysis of covariates, in which the levels of vitamin C were estimated
[after the adjustment of vitamin C at the beginning of
the study, the smoking habits and the BMI of the participants] (Table 4). Intragroup comparisons for the intervention group showed that the levels of serum vitamin C and
CoQ10 were elevated during the intervention. The increase
of CoQ10 did not remain significant after the Bonferroni
correction (Table 2). Values for vitamin C of the control
group assessed for the aforementioned time intervals did
not follow the same trend (Table 3). For the control group,
the levels of serum vitamin C and CoQ10 at the end of the
study correlated positively and significantly (rp = 0.482,
P = 0.023). In the intervention group, serum levels of
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serum vitamin C and CoQ10 were increased significantly
during the intervention by 30.3 and 38%, respectively.
Biochemical data
Comparisons between the two groups at the beginning
showed that serum levels of blood glucose, TC, LDLC, HDL-C and TG did not differ significantly. According to Table 1 the intervention group had lower BG (glycemic) levels at the end of the study (P < 0.002). During
the intervention period HDL-C increased significantly in
the same group (P < 0.002) (Table 2). Values of the rest
of the biochemical parameters did not differ significantly
between the two groups. Intragroup comparisons for the
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Table 4  Analysis of covariates (ANCOVA) between the two groups at the end of the study
F test

P value

Blood glucose levels adjusted for BMI and estimated weekly MET-mins

7.73

0.01

Vitamin C levels adjusted for BMI, smoking, vitamin C levels at the beginning of the study

6.99

0.01

Statistical significance was set at P < 0.05

control group showed that total serum cholesterol increased
significantly.
Anthropometric and physical activity data
At the beginning, the two groups differed significantly
regarding physical activity levels, BFM and PBFM (Supplementary Table 1), without showing the same trend at
the end of the study (Table 1). For the intervention group
BW, BMI, WC, BFM and PBFM decreased significantly.
METs-min increased in the same group during the intervention period. Moreover, a significant negative correlation between physical activity levels and body fat percentage was observed at the end of the study (rp = −0.442,
P = 0.02) for the same group. BW, BFM and BMI of the
control group increased significantly during the 6-month
study, while the same trend was reversed for the METs-min.
[Bonferroni corrections have been applied for all variables (Tables 1, 2, 3)]. For the intervention group (Table 2)
regarding the variables, weight, body fat mass, % body
fat mass, waist circumference, BMI, HDL-cholesterol and
serum vitamin C, the levels remained statistical significant.
For the control group regarding the variables, weight, body
fat mass, total cholesterol, MD score, vitamin C and A dietary consumption the levels remained statistical significant
(Table 3).
Nutritional intake data
Comparisons between the two groups showed at the discharge that the intervention group had a significantly
higher MD score and dietetic intake of vitamin A, vitamin
C (Table 1). Furthermore, the control group consumed
greater amount of polyunsaturated fats, and alpha-tocopherol (P < 0.01) and less amount of vitamin C and vitamin
Α (P < 0.01). Intragroup comparisons have shown that
dietetic intake of vitamin C and A increased significantly
for the control group. Regarding MD score, it was also significantly increased by 2.99 points in the intervention group
and it exceeded the threshold of 6 in a scale from 0 to 9,
which is indicative of one adhering more closely to the MD
[35]. The adherence of the intervention group to the MD
increased from 4.66 to 7.65 [and exceeded the threshold

of 6 (Table 2), which is aligned with the third aim of this
study].
For the intervention group, beginning serum vitamin A
levels were associated with dietary intake levels of vitamin
A during the same period (rp = 0.57, P < 0.01), but not at
the end of the study. CoQ10 levels at the discharge were
significantly correlated with the intake of monounsaturated
fats during the same period (rs = 0.61, P = 0.03). Moreover, for intervention group, BMI was significantly negatively associated with MD score (rp = −0.362, P = 0.03)
as well as with serum a-tocopherol levels at the beginning
(rp = −0.446, P = 0.01). Still, there was no link between
the dietary intake in the intervention group, as recorded in
the diaries and FFQ MD (more information about FD and
FFQ is available in Supplementary material). For the control group, the levels of vitamin C and CoQ10 in serum
correlated positively and significantly.

Discussion
This randomized clinical trial showed that an individualized nutritional intervention based on MD and enriched
with olive oil can significantly reduce the BMI, BW, WC,
BFM and PBFM of overweight BC survivors. In the intervention group MD score increased which has been connected with BC risk. Characteristically, the EPIC study
showed that an increase of the MD score by two points can
reduce the risk of primary BC by up to 22% in postmenopausal women [35] and prevent approximately the 10% of
all new BC incidences [35]. BC survivors could also benefit
from a dietary pattern close to MD due to the fact that they
have higher risk of second primary BC incidence [5–7].
Considering the first and the second target of our trial (%
levels for PBFM and 10% loss of body weight in 6 months,
respectively) for the intervention group, at the beginning of
the study only two women had normal PBFM as given in
[48], while the rest of our participants (n = 24) excited the
recommended levels. At the end of the study, five women
had normal PBFM in the same group. Moreover, those with
increased baseline PBFM managed to decrease their weight
by 5.3% after 6 months. Despite the fact that the first and
the second objective of our study were not entirely accomplished, the intervention group managed to move towards
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lower body weight in contrast to the women of the control
group which increased their average body weight (Table 3).
During our trial, the dietary intake of vitamin C in the
control group, significantly increased by approximately
204 mg/day, while a similar, modest, but non-significant
trend was observed for vitamins E. In fact, a meta-analysis of Harris et al. [57], showed that an increase in dietary
intake of vitamin C by 100 mg/day can reduce the risk
of mortality from BC by 15%. Despite the fact that the
intervention received personalized and intensified dietary treatment, the two groups were statistically different
regarding their serum levels of vitamin E, vitamin A and
CoQ10. These observations could be possibly explained
by: (1) the greater and statistically significant increase of
serum levels of vitamin A and E of the control group, (2)
the enhanced dietetic consumption in SF, polyunsaturated
fats, monounsaturated fats of the control group, (3) the
study’s withdrawal rate, (4) the type of intervention, as
both groups received diet instructions, undergone anthropometry and were communicating with the registered
dietitians. It is noteworthy, that the control group had not
received individualized and quantified diet, and as such
they consumed ad libitum amounts of fatty products,
which could explain the aforementioned observations.
This study is in agreement with other studies illustrating the antioxidant potential of the ingredients of MD,
such as fruits, vegetables and olive oil [58, 59]. Antioxidants from dietary intake, including vitamin A, vitamin
E and vitamin C, have a significant role in the alleviation of oxidative stress, which could modify the risk of
BC, as described in Ref. [27]. This risk is also integrated
with body weight, body fat mass and aspects concerning
patients’ lifestyle, e.g., physical activity [60]. According
to the American Cancer Institute, a higher BMI has been
reported as a cause of BC for postmenopausal women
and at the same time, overweight and obesity are associated with a higher risk of secondary tumors and all cause
mortality rate [13, 61]. Characteristically, recurrence risk
increases by 14% for every increase in BMI by five points
[62]. In our study, participants of the intervention group,
managed to reduce their BW significantly, and especially
their BFM, even if weight gain is observed in the vast
majority of BC survivors following anticancer treatment,
including chemotherapy [8]. Furthermore, they managed
to moderately increase their physical activity, which is
associated with lower risk for second cancer, sarcopenic
obesity and mortality [11].
In addition, participants of the intervention group
improved their biochemical profile and indicators of metabolic syndrome, especially their WC and fasting BG levels
in comparison with the control group. These findings are
aligned with those of the PREDIMED study, which showed
a reduction of diabetes incidence in individuals following
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a Mediterranean-type diet enriched with olive oil [40]. It is
noteworthy that meta-analyses have shown that a poor glycemic control is associated with oxidative stress, primary
BC and CVD risk [63–65].
Various results of this study piqued our interest. To
begin with, despite the fact that this intervention was conducted in Greece, a country in the Mediterranean region,
the volunteers had initially moderate or low adherence with
MD, which was improved in the intervention group at the
end of the study, indicating that there is much room left for
dietetic improvements in this population. Another challenging issue was the absence of correlation between dietary
intake of patients of both groups and the measured levels of
serum antioxidants. One possible explanation is the deviation between the recorded and the actual food intake of
patients, which could possibly modify our study’s results.
The main limitations of the study stem from the fact,
that a lifestyle intervention cannot be double blind. As a
result, the same researchers, who contact the intervention
group, contact also with the control group. For example the
research team of DIANA-5 trial [60] report that due to ethical and practical reasons, a “contamination” of the control
group with more detailed information and recommendations to improve their lifestyle and dietary habits is possible. That was the main reason in the present study, which
led researchers to choose an impersonal communication via
phone calls with the control group.
In addition, due to the small sample size of the study,
the existence of dropout and the multiple comparisons
between the two groups, the overall power of the analysis
is expected to be low (more information is available in Supplementary material).

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study is a unique randomized clinical
trial in postmenopausal women, who managed through an
individualized dietary intervention based on MD to reduce
their BW and body composition and at the same time to
improve their blood glucose and antioxidant profile within
a 6 months period. Due to the fact that these parameters
are associated with (1) an increased risk of BC recurrence,
(2) other comorbidities including CVD and (3) total mortality rates, BC survivors could be benefit from adhering to
a dietary pattern based on traditional MD. Future studies
could investigate the effect of the MD in other countries
of the Mediterranean region. Moreover, additional studies
should examine the perceptions of cancer patients regarding (a) their ability to comply to the MD in countries outside the Mediterranean region and (b) identify their expectations of a dietary intervention promoting the MD in their
countries.
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